Morphostasis and immunity.
Scientists have traditionally been resistant to fundamental changes in perspective. New ideas are rejected if they challenge essential, accepted paradigms. Here I present a concept that, I believe, represents a paradigm shift in the way self/non-self discrimination is perceived. Traditional opinion has it that lymphocytes carry out this discrimination. I propose an alternative view. Self/non-self discrimination is driven by mechanisms closely related to those that lead to cell sorting in disaggregated embryos. Lymphocytes are only used to classify cells according to their mode of death (apoptosis or necrosis). The hypothesis outlines the process of morphostasis (tissue homeostasis). It fills in much detail about the gradual evolution of the mammalian immune system. Earlier versions of this hypothesis have been reflexly rejected by numerous journals. Until recently, I too was unsure of the validity of the core concept. Recent publications have dispelled this doubt from my mind. A paradigm shift is due.